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Side chains of amino acid residues are the determining factor that distinguishes proteins from other
unstable chain polymers. In simple models they are often represented implicitly~e.g., by spin states!
or simplified as one atom. Here we study side chain effects using two-dimensional square lattice and
three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice models, with explicitly constructed side chains formed by two
atoms of different chirality and flexibility. We distinguish effects due to chirality and effects due to
side chain flexibilities, since residues in proteins areL residues, and their side chains adopt different
rotameric states. For short chains, we enumerate exhaustively all possible conformations. For long
chains, we sample effectively rare events such as compact conformations and obtain complete
pictures of ensemble properties of conformations of these models at all compactness region. This is
made possible by using sequential Monte Carlo techniques based on chain growth method. Our
results show that both chirality and reduced side chain flexibility lower the folding entropy
significantly for globally compact conformations, suggesting that they are important properties of
residues to ensure fast folding and stable native structure. This corresponds well with our finding
that natural amino acid residues have reduced effective flexibility, as evidenced by statistical
analysis of rotamer libraries and side chain rotatable bonds. We further develop a method calculating
the exact side chain entropy for a given backbone structure. We show that simple rotamer counting
underestimates side chain entropy significantly for both extended and near maximally compact
conformations. We find that side chain entropy does not always correlate well with main chain
packing. With explicit side chains, extended backbones do not have the largest side chain entropy.
Among compact backbones with maximum side chain entropy, helical structures emerge as the
dominating configurations. Our results suggest that side chain entropy may be an important factor
contributing to the formation ofa helices for compact conformations. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1756573#

I. INTRODUCTION

Side chains of amino acid residues are the determining
factor that distinguishes proteins from other unstable chain
polymers. Their arrangement along primary sequence dic-
tates the native structure of proteins. Side chains are also
responsible for much of the complexity of protein
structure.1–5 They pack tightly, but also leave space to form
voids and pockets.6–8 The effects of simplified side chains
were studied in details for two-dimensional square lattice
and three-dimensional cubic lattice models in Ref. 1 Such
studies of simplified models played important roles in eluci-
dating the principles of protein folding,9 because these mod-

els allow enumeration of all feasible conformations and cal-
culation of exact entropy for short-chain molecules. They are
also amenable to detailed sampling for longer-chain models.
However, the effects of side chains are still not fully under-
stood. Several studies of side chain effects rely on implicit
models or assignment of different spin states to each mono-
mer in order to mimic the internal degrees of freedom of side
chains.10,11 It is not clear how realistic these model are with-
out explicit side chains. In studies where side chains are
modeled explicitly, they are simplified: only one atom is at-
tached to the main chain monomer.1 Since there is no internal
degree of freedom for side chains of one atom,x angles and
rotamirc states of side chains12 cannot be studied.

In this study, we introduce more realistic side chain
models. We make the distinction of two different side chain
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effects that have not been investigated previously. We first
study the chirality effects. Chirality effects at Ca atoms of a
residue arise because the four atoms bonded with Ca are
different.13 Side chain atoms Cb can be attached to different
positions of Ca relative to other atoms~C, N, and H atoms!.
In nature, all amino acid residues with side chains are of the
L configuration instead of theD configuration; i.e., the posi-
tion of Cb in relationship to C and N atoms is in a unique
chiral state. The origin of this bias is unclear and remains a
puzzle in studies of the origin of life.14,15 We also study
flexibility effects. Flexibility effects arise because additional
atoms beyond Cb can rotate around a single-side-chain
chemical bond, regardless of the chiral state of Ca .16,17

These two effects are different: There is a large energetic
barrier for change of chiral state, which often involves the
breaking of a chemical bond. In contrast, rotation along a
single bond is relatively easy.

We use lattice models to study the effects of both chiral-
ity and flexibility. We introduce chirality models for two-
dimensional square lattice and three-dimensional tetrahedral
lattice polymers. To model side chain flexibility, we use ex-
plicit side chains consisting of two atoms, which enable the
modeling of rotational degree of freedom of side chains. Be-
cause this leads to significant increases of the size of confor-
mational space, it is difficult to characterize accurately en-
semble properties of compact conformations of polymers.
We use the techniques of sequential Monte Carlo importance
sampling and resampling to generate properly weighted
samples of rare events, such as long-chain conformations
with maximum compactness.

We examine the distribution of all geometrically feasible
conformations of self-avoiding walks on lattice with side
chains of different chirality and flexibility. We focus on their
packing properties and their conformational entropy. Folding
into a well-defined native structure is accompanied by a large
reduction in the conformational entropy. We explore how the
entropy of folding is affected by chirality and flexibility, and
how it relates to the compactness of chain polymers with
side chains. Because the absolute number of compact confor-
mation changes dramatically after incorporation of chirality
and side chain flexibility, it is not obvious whether these
factors help or hinder protein folding. Our results indicate
that chiral molecules have lower entropy of folding than
achiral models. Models with less side chain flexibility also
have significant lower entropy of folding than models with
more flexible side chain.

Side chain entropy is important for protein folding and
its estimation is the subject of several studies.1,18–21To cal-
culate the side chain entropy precisely for our model poly-
mers, we introduce an algorithm for counting the exact num-
ber of side chain conformations. It is based on the
observation of disconnected sets in the conflict graph of side
chain correlations. In comparison, we find the rotamer
counting22 significantly overestimates side chain entropy, and
the difference is more pronounced in most extended as well
as in proteinlike near-compact regions of main chain struc-
tures.

In addition, we revisit two models of protein packing:
namely, the jigsaw puzzle model and the nuts-and-bolts

model. We show that packing of chain polymers with chiral
side chains included is more like nuts and bolts than jigsaw
puzzles.

The results presented here are in agreement with the chi-
ral nature ofL-amino acid residues found in natural proteins
and an analysis of flexibility of residues in real proteins.
They suggest that both chirality and restriction in flexibility
make important contributions to protein folding.

Our presentation is organized as follows: We first intro-
duce side chain models for chirality and flexibility effects in
two-dimensional square lattices and three-dimensional tetra-
hedral lattices. This is followed by a description of the pa-
rameters used in our study and the algorithm for counting
side chain conformations. The results of chirality and flex-
ibility on conformational entropy by enumeration and by se-
quential Monte Carlo sampling are then presented. We then
compare rotamer counting and the exact method developed
here for calculating side chain conformational entropy. We
conclude with remarks and discussion.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Lattice side chain models

For two-dimensional square lattice and three-
dimensional tetrahedral lattice models, a side chain consists
of one or twoatomsattached to each main chainmonomer.
There are no side chains for the two terminal monomers
following Ref. 1 ~Fig. 1!. For three-dimensional models, we
use a tetrahedral lattice instead of a cubic lattice. The coor-
dination and bond connection of a tetrahedral unit are very
similar to carbon atoms with four chemical bonds, which is
the most abundant element in proteins. Both chirality and
flexibility can be modeled effectively using tetrahedral lat-
tice. In addition, the tetrahedral lattice has the advantage that
real protein structures can be well approximated.23,24

B. Models for chirality

A molecule that is distinct from its mirror image is a
chiral molecule. The idea of ‘‘chirality’’ in molecule goes
back to Pasteur, who observed in 1848 that crystals of tar-
taric acid rotated polarized light in different directions, either
to the right ~D for dextro! or left ~L for levo!.25 Here we
consider chirality due to different attachments of nonidenti-
cal atoms to the Ca atom.

FIG. 1. Lattice side chain models of 6-mers~a! on a square lattice with a
side chain of size 1 and~b! on a tetrahedral lattice with a side chain of size
1. Solid circles represent main chain monomers and open circles represent
side chain atoms. In these examples, side chains have one atom. Arrows
pointing to spatial contacts between nonbonded atoms.
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We first introduce chirality for two-dimensional lattice
model. Planar chirality arises if a two-dimensional molecule
and its reflection~mirror image about a line! cannot be su-
perimposed. For a chiral residue, the placement of side chain
atoms is restricted. The chirality of a residuei is determined
by the relative orientation of its attached side chain atom and
the preceding and succeeding main chain monomers of resi-
duesi 21 andi 11 @Fig. 2~a!#. For a chiral residuei , if we
start from the main chain monomer of the succeeding residue
i 11 and go through the side chain atom of residuei (sci) to
the unoccupied site~unoccupied by the two backbone mono-
mers of residuesi 21, i 11, and side chain sci), the chirality
of the residuei is L if we turn counterclockwise andD if we
turn clockwise.

For three-dimensional tetrahedral lattices, chirality of a
residue can be defined realistically following that of the Ca

in amino acids@Fig. 2~b!#. We take a view point along the
vector pointing from the backbone monomer ofi to the
empty site unoccupied by backbone monomers of residues
i 21, i 11, and side chain atom of residuei . If the backbone
monomersi 11, i 21, and the side chain of residuei are
arranged counterclockwise, the chirality of residuei is L. If
they are arranged clockwise, the chirality isD. For achiral
models in both square and tetrahedral lattices, there is no
restriction for the allowed positions for the first side chain
atom and it can take any of the two available sites unoccu-
pied by backbone monomers of (i 21)th, i th, and (i 11)th
residues.

We study both chiral molecules and achiral molecules in
this work. In a chiral molecule, the first atom of all side
chains follow strictly one fixed chirality~either D or L; we
use D for this study!. In an achiral molecule, there is no
restriction and the first atom of a side chain can take any
unoccupied reachable site.

C. Models for side chain flexibility

Regardless whether a residue is chiral or achiral, it is
possible to have a flexible side chain if the side chain con-
sists of two or more atoms. Because square and tetrahedral
lattices both have coordination number 4, there are at most
three possible sites available when attaching a new side

chain atom. This models well thex1 angels of protein side
chains, as they often can be grouped into mainly three clus-
ters: t, g1, andg2, which stand for trans, gauche positive,
and gauche negative, respectively.26 Depending on whether
any of these sites are forbidden, a side chain atom in tetra-
hedral lattice may have one, two, or three allowed positions
~Fig. 3!. In modelM1 , the second side chain atom can only
be placed at one fixed position. In modelM2 , the second
side chain atom can be placed at one additional possible
position, and in modelM3 , the second side chain atom can
be placed at any of the three possible positions. Facing the
vector pointing from backbone atomi to its first side chain
atom, theM1 position for the second side chain atom is
located in the opposite direction to the vector connecting
backbone atomi to backbone atomi 11. The M2 model
contains an additional site for the second side chain atom,
which is the immediate neighbor ofM1 in the counterclock-
wise direction. For theM3 model, the second side chain
atom can occupy any of the three reachable sites.

D. Contact and compactness

We focus on proteinlike compact conformations. Two
nonbonded monomers~backbone or side chain! ni andnj are
in topological contact if they are spatial neighbors. Two main
chain monomers are in contact only if they are not sequential
neighbor (iÞ j 61; see arrows in Fig. 1!.

The parameter measuring the compactnessr of a confor-
mation is defined as the ratio between its number of topo-
logical contacts and the maximum number of contact attain-
able for a particular sequence of given chain length:27

r[
t

tmax
, where 0<r<1.

E. Entropy and excess entropy

We are interested in the effects of different models of
side chain chirality and flexibility on the conformational

FIG. 2. Assignment of chirality for models in a planar square lattice and
three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice.~a! A two-dimensionalL residue in the
square lattice. From the backbone monomer~solid circle! of residuei 11 to
the side chain atom (sci , open circle! of residuei , then to the open site, we
turn counterclockwise.~b!. A three-dimensionalD residue in the tetrahedral
lattice. Taking the view point along the vector pointing from the backbone
monomer of residuei to the open site, the backbone atoms of residuesi
11, i 21, and the side chain atom (sci) of residue i are arranged in a
clockwise fashion.

FIG. 3. Rotameric positions ofM 1 , M 2 , and M 3 side chain flexibility
models. Facing the vector pointing from backbone atomi to its first side
chain atom, theM1 position for the second side chain atom is located in the
opposite direction to the vector connecting backbone atomi to backbone
atom i 11. The M2 model contains an additional site for the second side
chain atom, which is located in the opposite direction to the vector connect-
ing backbone atomi to backbone atomi 21. For theM 3 model, the second
side chain atom can occupy any of the three reachable sites.
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space of chain polymers. We study only homopolymers and
do not investigate the relationship between sequence and
conformation.

Since homopolymers do not fold into a unique stable
ground-state conformation, we calculate the entropy for ho-
mopolymers to adopt conformations at a specific compact-
ness valuer. We define the entropyS(r) for conformations
with compactnessr as

S~r!5kB ln n~r!,

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andn(r) is the number
of conformations with compactnessr. Similarly, side chain
entropySsc(B) is defined for a fixed backbone conformation
B as

Ssc~B!5kB ln nsc~B!,

wherensc(B) is the number of all self-avoiding side chain
arrangements for the fixed backbone conformationB. The
overall entropyS for all conformations is given by

S5kB ln (
i

n~r i !5kB ln (
j

nsc~Bj !.

The changeDS in the conformational entropy between
the folded state~F! and unfolded state~U! is given by

DS5SF2SU .

For the lattice models used in this study, the folded state is
defined as conformations with compactnessr5rmax[1. Un-
folded states correspond to all conformations with compact-
nessr,1. We have

DS~rmax!5S~rmax!2S~r,1!.

Since conformations withrmax constitute a very small pro-
portion among all conformations—S(r,1)'S—we have

DS~rmax!'S~rmax!2S5kB ln
n~rmax!

( in~r i !
5kB ln v~rmax!,

wherev(rmax) is the fraction of maximum compact confor-
mations. For convenience, we define folding entropyDSf of
the maximum compact conformations as the absolute value
of the above entropy change:

DSf5uDS~rmax!u52kB ln v~rmax!.

We define the entropic changeDS(r) at other compactness
as

DS~r!5uDS~r!u52kB ln v~r!.

To compare the folding entropies of models with differ-
ent chirality and flexibility, we follow Ref. 1 and define the
excess entropyESa,b for modela when compared to model
b as

ESa,b5DSf~a!2DSf~b!52kB ln
va~rmax!

vb~rmax!
,

whereva(rmax) andvb(rmax) are the fractions of maximum
compact conformations for modela and modelb, respec-
tively.

F. Radius of gyration Rg

The radius of gyration (Rg) is a parameter frequently
used to measure the global compactness of a conformation.
For a set ofn atoms,Rg is the root-mean-square distance of
position xiPR3 of each atomi to their geometric centerx̄
5( i 51

n xi /n:

Rg5S (
i 51

n

~xi2 x̄!2/nD 1/2

.

For globular proteins, the value ofRg fluctuates but can be
predicted with reasonable accuracy from the number of resi-
dues by the relationshipRg'2.2N1/3, which describes accu-
rately globally compact proteins.28

G. Sequential Monte Carlo importance sampling

In this study, we need to estimate properties of rare
events—namely, properties of conformations with maximum
number of contactsrmax—e.g., the fraction of conformations
with r5rmax. Estimating the properties of rare events is
difficult, because finding such conformations is challenging
when more extended conformations dominate in the whole
population of all geometrically feasible self-avoiding walks
with side chains. We adopt the same sequential Monte Carlo
strategy for sampling as that of a recent three-dimensional
off-lattice study, where thousands of polymers of length
2000 at very high compactness values were successfully
generated.29 Sequential Monte Carlo sampling is an effective
strategy based on chain growth for sampling high-
dimensional space.30,31The details of studying lattice models
using this technique have been described elsewhere.29,32 It
was shown previously that sequential Monte Carlo sampling
can give an accurate estimation of the ensemble properties of
lattice conformations, as verified by comparison with results
obtained from exhaustive enumeration.29,32

Once a sample conformation is generated, we need to
find out whether it is maximally compact. For two-
dimensional square lattice models, the upper bound of the
number of contacts,t* , for polymers in which all beads~in-
cluding main chain monomers and side chain atoms! are con-
nected can be calculated. For any polymers withN beads,t*
is

t* 5N22m, for m2,N<m~m11!, ~1!

t* 5N2122m, for m~m11!,N<~m11!2, ~2!

wherem is a positive integer.33 It is easy to verify that this
bound is tight for polymers without side chains and gives the
maximum number of contacttmax.

Finding the maximum number of contacts for models
with side chain is more difficult, since no closed-form an-
swers are known for various side chain models studied here.
The compactnessr is therefore difficult to calculate for long-
chain polymers. With the introduction of side chains, it is
possible that the maximum compact conformations may not
take t* as tmax due to the requirement of side chain connec-
tivity and self-avoidance. For two-dimensional square lattice
models with a side chain of size 1, we find from exhaustive
enumeration that there are conformations with maximum
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contact oft* for chains up to length 18 in the achiral model.
No conformations witht* contacts exist for chiral model.
For longer chains, we generate samples of conformations
using sequential Monte Carlo sampling for lengths up to 100.
We found that for achiral models, there exist sampled con-
formations witht* contacts at every length from 19 to 100.
This suggests that it is likely that achiral models with a side
chain of side 1 havet* 5tmax at lengthsN>2. It also indi-
cates that this sampling strategy is effective and our method
can give a correct estimation of the maximum number of
contact,tmax, and compactnessr for two-dimensional achiral
models. An example of maximum compact conformation for
the achiral model of length 50 on square lattice obtained
using sequential Monte Carlo sampling is shown in Fig. 4,
with N598 andm59.

Verified successful results in two-dimensional models
are helpful in assessing the effectiveness of sampling for
three-dimensional models. Both tetrahedral lattice models
and square lattice models have the same coordination num-
ber of 4. In addition, conformations from the chiral model
are a subset of that of the achiral model. We postulate that
our method can give a satisfactory estimation ofrmax for the
tetrahedral models used in this study.

H. Exact calculation of side chain entropy

Rotamer counting is a widely used method to estimate
side chain entropy of residues in proteins when the backbone
structure is given.22 The idea is to count the available rota-
meric states for each monomer independently and estimate
the total number of states by multiplication. This approach
would be accurate if all possible placements of side chains at
different residues are independent. The problem is that not
all combinations of rotameric states for residues along the
main chain are self-avoiding. Hence this method inherently
overestimates the conformational entropy. The extent of the
overestimation and its effect in assessing protein folding en-
tropy are unknown.

Calculating the exact number of all valid side chain con-
formations for a given main chain structure is challenging,
since this requires explicit enumeration of all possible spatial
arrangements of side chains. Here we introduce an algorithm
for counting side chain conformations based on the divide-
and-conquer paradigm.

For a fixed backbone structure, if the placement of side
chain atoms of a residue affects the allowed positions of side
chain atoms of another residue, we say there is a conflict for
the side chains of these two residues. We can construct a
conflict graphG5(V,E), whereV is the set of residues and
E is the set of edges representing conflicts between pairs of
residues. All residues in a molecule can be grouped intom
individual sets, each representing a disconnected component
of the conflict graphG. When two sets are disconnected,
side chain placement of residues in one set does not affect
the placement of side chains of residues in another set. The
disconnected components in graphG can be identified using
depth-first-search.34 We can then calculate the number of dif-
ferent side chain arrangements,ni , for each seti by enu-
meration. The total numberN of side chain conformations of
all residues is obtained by multiplication:N5) i 51

m ni . A
simple example is shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, where a
graph is constructed for an extended backbone structure. The
residues can be decomposed into two independent compo-
nents, one formed by residues with side chains above the
main chain and another formed by residues with side chains
below the main chain.

I. Helix content on a tetrahedral lattice

For a fragment of four consecutive monomers~from i to
i 13), there are three possible conformations on a tetrahedral
lattice: left turn fragment, right turn fragment, and straight
fragment ~see Fig. 6!. For a fragment of five consecutive
monomers, the four-prefix fragment (i to i 13) and the four-
suffix fragment (i 11 to i 14) can have any of the above

FIG. 4. A maximum compact conformation on a square lattice for the
achiral model of side chain size 1. Solid circles are backbone monomers,
and open circles are side chain atoms. The main chain length is 50.

FIG. 5. An illustration of the calculation of side chain entropy.~a! An
extended conformation. Solid circles are main chain monomers, gray circles
are first side chain atoms, and open circles are positions that could be oc-
cupied by side chain atoms of either of two different residues.~b! The
conflict graph of the conformation. There are two disconnected components
in the conflict graph, one formed by residues 3, 5, and 7 and another by
residues 2, 4, 6, and 8. The latter can be further divided into two smaller
components by cutting at positiona.
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three conformations. If the four-prefix and four-suffix frag-
ments are of all left turns or all right turns, this five-
monomer fragment is defined as a helix. Helices with all left
turns are defined as left-hand helices, and helices with all
right turns are defined as right-hand helices. We include both
types of helices and their mixture when calculating the helix
content of a backbone conformation. Specifically, the helix
contenth of a backbone conformation of lengthN is

h5 (
i 50

N25

I~ i !/~N24!,

whereI( i )51 if the fragment of residues fromi to i 14 is a
helix by the above definition andI( i )50 otherwise.

III. RESULTS

A. Exact conformational space by enumeration

For short polymers with side chains, we obtain a com-
plete picture of the ensemble properties of conformations by
exhaustive enumeration. Table I lists the total number of con-
formations of different side chain models obtained from ex-
haustive enumeration. For longer polymers, the full confor-
mational space cannot be enumerated, and it is necessary to
use sequential Monte Carlo sampling to generate properly

weighted samples from the uniform distribution of all geo-
metrically feasible self-avoiding walks with various types of
side chains.

B. Effects of side chain chirality

1. Distribution of conformations and folding entropy

How does the introduction of chirality affect the distri-
bution of conformations and the entropy of folding? We first
calculate the distributions of conformations over compact-
nessr for a given main chain lengthN. The fractionf (r) of
conformations with compactnessr is

f ~r![
v~r!

(rv~r!
,

wherev~r! is the number of conformations found with com-
pactnessr.

The distributions of enumerated conformations of chiral
and achiral polymers at length 16 on two-dimensional square
lattice and three-dimensional tetrahedral lattices are shown in
Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, respectively. The distributions of confor-
mations at length 30 estimated by sequential Monte Carlo
sampling for both square and tetrahedral lattices are shown
in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!, respectively. The insets provide details
of the conformations in the compact region. Distributions of
less compact conformations may be useful for modeling pro-
teins in unfolded states. Results from enumeration and sam-
pling show similar patterns. In both two- and three-
dimensional space, chiral and achiral polymers have low
average compactness when the only interaction between resi-
dues is due to excluded volume, as in good solvent. How-
ever, the distributions of conformations of these two chirality

FIG. 6. The three possible conformations of a four-fragment backbone con-
formation.

TABLE I. Number of conformations of ann-polymer by enumeration for different side chain models. Here
‘‘2Z’’ stands for two-dimensional square lattice, ‘‘3T’’ for three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice, ‘‘c’’ for chiral
models, ‘‘a’’ for achiral models; ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ for side chain models of 1 and 2 atoms, respectively, and
‘‘M1–M3’’ for specific models of side chain flexibility, where the second side chain atom can have 1–3 allowed
positions, respectively. Specifically, we have 2Za1: square lattice achiral model with side chain size of one,
2Zc1: square lattice chiral model with side chain size of one, 3Ta1: tetrahedral lattice achiral model with side
chain size of one, 3Tc1: tetrahedral lattice chiral model with side chain size of one, and 3Tc2.M1–M3: tetra-
hedral lattice chiral model with side chain size of two and flexibility models of M1–M3, respectively.

n 2Za1 2Zc1 3Ta1 3Tc1 3Tc2.M1 3Tc2.M2 3Tc2.M3

3 6 3 2 1 1 2 3
4 36 9 12 3 3 12 27
5 152 19 72 9 9 70 237
6 688 43 432 27 25 377 1888
7 2784 86 2336 73 63 1820 13659
8 11744 182 12992 203 158 8784 98202
9 47488 360 70720 553 386 41002 692820
10 195872 740 388096 1519 931 189167 4833081
11 791552 1453 2095872 4109 2220 859214 33447567
12 3233568 2930 11392416 11179 5309 3913808 231456640
13 13046720 5698 61468544 30240 12695 17752390 1596526404
14 53015776 11343 332851456 82021 30281 80385077 11002320270
15 213565776 21847 1792133312 221401 72159 363404876 75735208118
16 864828096 43072 9674958976 598996 171914 1642367812 NA
17 3478827632 82297 52031751936 1614693 409056 7413318612 NA
18 14051949392 160938 280368151936 4360282 972797 33449593868 NA
19 NA 305280 NA 11741404 2311751 NA NA
20 NA 592686 NA 31661162 5491818 NA NA
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models are clearly different. Chiral models have overall
more compact conformations than achiral models.

Since proteins are highly compact, we consider confor-
mations in the high-compactness region, especially in the
region wherer51. We calculate the folding entropyDSf for
the ensemble of conformations with maximum compactness
r51 and entropic changeDS(r) at other compactness re-
gion. Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show exactDSf andDS(r) for
two- and three-dimensional polymers of length 16 calculated
by enumeration.

For chiral models, the change in entropy during folding
to conformations of maximum compactness is much smaller
than that of achiral models. For chiral and achiral conforma-
tions on tetrahedral lattice with side chain size 1~3Tc1 and
3Ta1 in Table I!, the fraction of maximum compact confor-
mations is much higher for chiral molecules (1.831025)
than for achiral molecules (4.9631029) at length 16. Chiral-
ity clearly favors compact conformations, despite the fact
that the absolute number of conformations of maximum
compactness is much smaller for chiral model~11 conforma-
tions! than for achiral models~144 conformations!.

2. Excess folding entropy due to chirality

To examine the differences of folding entropy for poly-
mers under two different chirality models, we calculate ex-
cess entropy of foldingESc,a(r) of the chiral model over the
achiral model for conformations at maximum compactness
r51.0. The scaling relationships ofESc,a(1.0) with polymer
backbone length are shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! for the
square lattice and tetrahedral lattice models, respectively. It
provides information on whether and how the effects of
chirality changes with chain length.

ExactESc,a(1.0) obtained by enumeration in square lat-
tices up toN518 fluctuates with chain length@Fig. 9~a!,

open circles#. In tetrahedral lattice,ESc,a increases withN to
8.2 at lengthN516 @Fig. 9~b!, open circles#. This trend be-
comes clearer in results obtained by sequential Monte Carlo
sampling for conformations up to lengthN550 @Fig. 9~b!#.
When the chain length increases, the excess entropy in-
creases linearly. This suggests that the effect of chirality on
the entropy of folding increases with the chain length in
tetrahedral lattices. For the tetrahedral lattice, this relation-
ship can be characterized by a linear regression (R250.98)
with ESc,a(1.0,N)5aN1b, with a50.7560.06, b524.7
62.4. The effects of chirality in increasing the fraction of
compact chains become more pronounced as the chain length
increases. In square lattices the effect of chirality to the ex-

FIG. 7. Distribution of conformations over compactness for models of side
chain size 1:~a! polymer chains of length 16 on a two-dimensional square
lattice ~2Za1 and 2Zc1! obtained by exhaustive enumeration,~b! polymer
chains of length 16 on a three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice~3Ta1 and
3Tc1! obtained by exhaustive enumeration,~c! polymer chains of length 30
on a two-dimensional square lattice obtained by sequential Monte Carlo, and
~d! polymer chains of length 30 on a three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice
obtained by sequential Monte Carlo sampling.

FIG. 8. Folding entropy for different models of chirality with side chain size
of 1. ~a! Exact folding entropyDSf at maximum compactness and entropic
changeDS(r) at other compactness regionsr for polymers of length 16
calculated by exhaustive enumeration on a two-dimensional square lattice.
~b! Exact folding entropyDSf and entropic changeDS(r) for polymers of
length 16 calculated by exhaustive enumeration on a three-dimensional tet-
rahedral lattice.~c! EstimatedDSf and DS(r) for polymers of length 30
calculated by sequential Monte Carlo sampling on a two-dimensional square
lattice and~d! on a three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice.

FIG. 9. Excess folding entropy due to chirality for maximum compact con-
formations calculated for models of side chain size 1~a! on a two-
dimensional square lattice and~b! on a three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice.
Open circles are excess folding entropy calculated by exact enumeration.
Solid circles are excess folding entropy estimated by sequential Monte Carlo
sampling.
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cess folding entropy also increases with chain length, but the
trend is not as clear as that in tetrahedral lattices.

C. Effects of side chain flexibility

Because natural amino acid residues are three-
dimensional chiral molecules, we describe only results on
flexibility effects using chiral models on three-dimensional
tetrahedral lattices. A benefit from studying chiral models is
that the conformational space of side chains is greatly re-
duced, and the folding entropy can be studied for longer
polymers. We omit results on two-dimensional square lat-
tices, which are similar to that of tetrahedral lattices shown
here.

1. Distribution of conformations and folding entropy

To study the effect of side chain flexibility, we first ex-
amine the exact distributions of conformations obtained by
enumeration for polymers of length 12. These are obtained
for three different modelsM1 , M2 , andM3 of different side
chain flexibility, where the second side chain atom can have
one, two, and three allowed positions, respectively. The dis-
tributions of conformations of the three models show that
M1 has much higher average compactness compared to the
other two models@Fig. 10~a!#. That is, less flexible side
chains are more likely to form compact conformations. The
M1 model also has the lowest folding entropy for compact
conformations@Fig. 10~b!#. ModelM2 andM3 have a similar
distribution, withM2 slightly more compact on average.

For polymers of chain lengthN530, the distributions of
conformations estimated by sequential Monte Carlo sam-
pling show a similar pattern. Conformations from modelM1

on average are more compact@Fig. 10~c!#: the largest num-
bers of conformations are found aroundr'0.42 compared to

r'0.34 for modelM2 and modelM3 . For compact confor-
mations ~e.g., r>0.8), the entropic change is also much
smaller forM1 model of inflexible side chains. This suggests
that there is a significant decrease in folding entropy when
the side chain loses its flexibilities.

2. Excess folding entropy due to side chain flexibility

The excess entropy of foldingEM1 ,M3
(1.0) of modelM1

compared to modelM3 for maximum compact conforma-
tions is shown in Fig. 11. It can be characterized by a linear
regressionESM1 ,M3

(1.0,N)5aN1b, with a50.2760.03,
b54.7561.0, andR250.90. These results suggest that the
inflexibility of side chains plays an important role for obtain-
ing compact conformations. The effects of inflexibility in
increasing the fraction of compact chains become more pro-
nounced as the chain length increases.

D. Effects of side chains: Packing, entropy,
and secondary structure

1. Jigsaw puzzle or nuts and bolts?

Two differing views on the effects of side chains can be
summarized by the model of the jigsaw puzzle and the model
of nuts and bolts~see Fig. 12!. This comparison was studied
in details in the seminal work of Ref. 1, where homopoly-
mers of side chains of size 1 are studied. According to the
nuts-and-bolts model, a small expansion in the volume of

FIG. 10. Distribution of conformations and folding entropy over compact-
ness for models with different side chain flexibility. Exact distribution of~a!
conformations and~b! folding entropy for chains of length 12 obtained by
exhaustive enumeration, and estimated distribution of conformations~c! and
folding entropy~d! for chains of length 30 obtained by sampling.

FIG. 11. Excess entropy of folding for conformations from theM 3 model
over conformations from theM1 model estimated by sequential Monte
Carlo sampling.

FIG. 12. A schematic comparison shows the qualitative difference in the
dependences of side chain entropy on chain density in~a! a jigsaw puzzle
model for side chain packing, in which a side chain freezing effect occurs at
near compact region, and~b! a nuts-and-bolts model in which main chain
and side chain degrees of freedom are linked~adapted from Fig. 13 in
Ref. 1!.
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compact native protein leads to a large increase in side chain
entropy. That is, side chain entropy increases sharply as the
main chain becomes less packed than the native state. Ac-
cording to the jigsaw puzzle model, a small expansion in
volume does not lead to a significant change in the side chain
entropy when the molecule is compact. In a model support-
ing the jigsaw puzzle mode, it is estimated that a 25% ex-
pansion in volume relative to the native core volume is re-
quired before a sudden unfreezing of core side chain
rotameric degrees of freedom incurs a sharp increase in
entropy.35 In a model supporting the nuts-and-bolts model, a
small expansion in volume from the compact native state
produces a steep increase in side chain rotational entropy.1

The increase in side chain degrees of freedom is linked to the
increase in main chain degrees of freedom.1 In this study, the
size of the side chain is 1. For real proteins, except glycine
and alanine, all other amino acid residues have more than
one heavy atom in their side chains. What effects do side
chains of larger sizes have on side chain packing? With the
method of exact computation of side chain entropy, we re-
visit this problem and examine the packing of chiral poly-
mers with side chains formed by two atoms (M3 model!.
Following Ref. 1, we use the radius of gyration,Rg , of back-
bone monomers to measure the main chain packing density.

We examine the distribution of side chain entropySsc

over the full range of main chain packing density measured
by Rg . An exact calculation of the side chain entropy for
each of the exhaustively enumerated main chain conforma-
tions of length 10 shows that the side chain entropy does not
always correlate well with main chain packing density@Fig.
13~a!#. Conformations with most extended main chain struc-
tures (Rg52.2– 2.4) are not those with maximum side chain
entropy, and many compact conformations (Rg'1.4) have
very large side chain entropy.

We then use sequential Monte Carlo sampling to gener-
ate longer main chain structures up to length 30 and calculate
exactly the side chain entropy for each of the sampled main
chain structures. We assess the correlation of the side chain
entropy and main chain backbone packing by calculating the
average side chain entropy for conformations whose back-
boneRg value falls into different intervals. As shown in Fig.
13~b!, although some of the compact main chain structures
of length 30 have very smallRg , they can still have substan-
tial side chain entropy.

On average, there is a sharp decrease in the number of
side chain conformations at compact regions where main
chain Rg values are small for polymers of chain lengthN
520. There is no plateau at compact regions with smallRg

value, which would be characteristic of the jigsaw puzzle
model. Our study using the chiral model of homopolymers
with two side chain atoms therefore is consistent with the
nuts-and-bolts model of protein packing.

2. Rotamer counting

Estimating side chain entropy is an important problem
that has received much attention.19,20,36,37 For example, it
was proposed in Ref. 37 that side chain entropy should be
used as a criterion alternative to packing density to assess
protein packing. Models developed in current study allow us

to calculate explicitly the side chain entropy. We compare the
numbers of side chain conformations obtained by exact cal-
culation and by estimation using rotamer counting. With se-
quential Monte Carlo sampling, we can access polymers in
the full range of main chain compactness, including both
maximum compact backbones and fully extended backbones,
as well as polymers with compactness in between. Because
each sampled conformation is properly weighted, we have
thus an accurate picture of the full distribution of all feasible
geometric conformations for various side chain models. This
is different from other approaches such as molecular dynam-
ics, where one typically samples conformations around the
native structure.38

We find that the number of side chain conformation by
rotamer counting is consistently higher than the number ob-
tained from exact enumeration@Figs. 13~c! and 13~d!#. The
difference between these two methods varies at different
main chain compactness. Overestimation by rotamer count-
ing is especially large for very extended conformations. It is
also pronounced near the maximum compact region. That is,
there is a substantial unaccounted effect of side chain corre-
lation in reducing side chain entropy due to excluded volume
for rotamer counting, and this effect is more pronounced in
both extended and near-maximum compact regions.

FIG. 13. Side chain entropy and main chain compactness of tetrahedral
chiral conformations with two-atom side chains, where the second atom can
have three allowed positions.~a! Exact number of side chain conformations
for all main chain structures of length 10 over the main chain radius of
gyration (Rg). ~b! Exact number of side chain conformations for a set of
1000 samples of main chain structures of length 20 overRg . ~c! Expected
side chain entropy of main chain structures of length 30 at different radius
gyrations, as estimated from exact calculation of side chain entropy based
on 1 000 000 properly weighted samples of main chain structures~EC, solid
line!. Resampling technique described in Ref. 32 was used to obtained
samples in each intervals ofRg values. For comparison, side chain entropies
estimated by rotamer counting are also plotted~RC, dotted line!. ~d! Differ-
ence in expected side chain entropy by exact calculation and rotamer count-
ing from sampled backbone structures at lengths 20~solid line! and 30
~dotted line!.
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3. Side chain entropy, compactness,
and secondary structures

How does side chain entropy affect the formation of sec-
ondary structures? An example of a conformation at length
N510 from the tetrahedral chiralM3 model~two side chain
atoms with three possible positions for the second atom! with
a maximum number of possible side chain conformations is
shown in Fig. 14. Since the second side chain atom in theM3

model can have three possible sites, side chain entropies of
different residues may be correlated due to excluded volume
effects if their side chain atoms can reach the same lattice
site. The backbone structure of this particular conformation
is arranged in such a way that none of the second atoms from
different side chains can occupy the same lattice site. That is,
in the conflict graph of this backbone, all vertices represent-
ing individual residues are disconnected, and there areN
58 independent components in the graph. There is no cor-
relation between side chain entropies of any residues in this
backbone structure, and the total side chain entropy is simply
determined by the total number of states of side chains
) i 51

N ni , whereni53 for theM3 model. It is remarkable that
the spatial arrangement of this backbone structure resembles
that of a helix. This suggests that the formation of helical
secondary structures is strongly favored by side chain en-
tropy for compact conformations.

In contrast, the most extended backbone has much
smaller side chain entropy~Fig. 5!. Although the second
atom of all side chains can have three possible positions, an
empty site reachable from two residues can be taken by the
side chain of only one residue, and the total number of pos-
sible states for side chains is much smaller. The conflict
graph of the backbone structure in Fig. 5 has only two inde-
pendent disconnected components, one formed by residues
whose side chains are pointing up and another formed by
those whose side chains are pointing down. We found that
the mean helix content for backbones with maximum side
chain entropy increases rapidly as backbones become more
compact. The intrachain hydrogen bond has long been
thought as the determining factor for the formation of helical
secondary structures. Side chain entropy was shown as an

opposing factor for helix formation by molecular dynamics
simulation.39 Results obtained here show that the combina-
tion of side chain entropy and compactness constraint leads
to a preference for helix formation~Fig. 15!. Helices have
been observed in polyproline molecules as small as three to
five residues on the basis of vibrational and ultraviolet CD
measurements.40 Polyproline molecules cannot form intrac-
hain hydrogen bonds. Experimental results on polypeptoids
also suggest that side chain entropy can lead to the formation
of significant helical structures.41

Artificially synthesized polypeptoids lack amide protons
and are incapable of forming intrachain hydrogen bonds.
However, they can form monomerica helices, as evidenced
by CD spectra studies of pentameric and octameric peptoids.
Thesea helices display characteristics of peptide behavior
such as cooperativepH- and temperature-induced unfolding
in aqueous solution. Examination of the structural details of
these artificially synthesized polypeptoids indicates that the
side chain steric interaction in extended conformations of
backbone is effectively avoided in helical conformations, as
shown in our model study. The excluded volume effect of
side chains leads to a preference for helical backbone con-
formations over extended backbone conformations. This
consideration may be useful for rational designs of foldable
polymers.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we have developed two- and three-
dimensional lattice models with explicit side chains. We
make the distinction between the effects due to side chain
chirality and to side chain flexibility. Side chains do not
readily convert between configurations of different chirali-
ties, whereas flexible side chains with two or more atoms can
easily take different rotameric states when spatially feasible.
We examine specifically the effects of side chain chirality
and side chain flexibility on the distribution of polymers at
different compactness and their effects on folding entropy.

We find that polymers from chiral models on average are
more compact than those from achiral models. Chiral models

FIG. 14. Side chain entropy and compactness constratint favor the forma-
tion of helixlike structures. An example of main chain structure of length 10
with maximum side chain entropy is shown here. It adopts a helixlike con-
formation.

FIG. 15. Distributions of mean helix content for backbone conformations of
the M 3 model with maximum side chain entropy at different compactness
for chains of lengthN511 andN512 as measured by radius of gyration
Rg . We use nine bins of uniform width for backbone conformations whose
Rg values are all within the range of 1.8–2.4 lattice unit length. Compact
backbone conformations have higher helix content~e.g., the zeroth and the
first bins!.
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also have significantly smaller folding entropy into compact
conformations than achiral models. The excess folding en-
tropy between achiral models and chiral models increase lin-
early with chain length for long chains, suggesting the effects
of chirality become more important for long-chain polymers.

We also find that models with less flexible side chains
have lower entropy of folding than those with more flexible
side chains. Polymers with more flexible side chains may be
thought to have a better chance to fit into a compact state.
However, there is a large entropic cost associated with flex-
ible side chains. The excess entropy of flexible over inflex-
ible side chain models also increases with chain length.
These findings suggest that amino acid residues in proteins
need to maintain a reduced flexibility to ensure fast folding
and stable native structure.

With explicit side chains, our study also confirms the
conclusion of an earlier study based on simpler side chain
models—namely, side chain packing is more like nuts and
bolts rather than jigsaw puzzle, and main chain and side
chain degrees of freedom are linked.

It is informative to examine the side chain flexibility of
natural amino acid residues. Among the 20 amino acids, all
nonpolar amino acid residues either have branched side
chains or are aromatic with ring structures. On average they
are rather inflexible. The total number of rotatable bonds
divided by the number of side chain atoms is small~Table
II !. In contrast, side chains of polar or ionizable residues
such as lysine and arginine have more rotatable bonds and
have higher flexibilities. However, this difference can be ra-
tionalized by the observation that side chains of polar and
ionizable residues often are involved in electrostatic ion pair
interactions or hydrogen bonding interactions when buried in
protein interiors; hence they have effectively reduced flex-
ibility. The overall flexibilities of side chains of all natural
residues are therefore relatively small. This reduced flexibil-
ity may be necessary to decrease the entropy opposing fold-
ing to compact state.

Examination of patterns of side chain rotamer libraries
further confirms this observation. We use a parameterf , de-
fined as f 5nr /na , for the number of rotamers per atom,
wherenr is the number of all possible rotamers for a specific
side chain type andna is the number of heavy atoms in that
side chain type. By the criterion of hydrophobicity,42 we di-
vide 20 amino acids into three categories: hydrophilic resi-

dues (hydrophobicity,0.3), hydrophobic residues
(hydrophobicity.0.75), and neutral residues (0.3
>hydrophobicity<0.75). According to this division, there
are seven hydrophobic residue types, seven hydrophilic resi-
due types, and six neutral residue types.

We calculate the weighted expected number of rotamers

per atomf̄ for each residue group, where the weighting fac-
tor is taken as the frequency of occurrence of the specific
amino acid residue type in eukaryotic proteins~see Ref. 43!.
The number of possible rotamers for each residue type is

taken from Ref. 44. The expectedf̄ values are 1.10, 1.34, and
2.74 for hydrophobic, neutral, and polar amino acid residues,

respectively. Polar residues have the largestf̄ value, but they
are frequently involved in electrostatic interactions and hy-
drogen bonding, which significantly decreases the actual

flexibility of polar side chains. In general,f̄ values for natu-
ral amino acid residues are small, indicating that by the cri-
terion of the weighted number of rotameric states per side
chain atom, they are rather inflexible.

It is remarkable that the helix emerges as the preferred
main chain structure for compact main chain conformations
with maximum side chain entropy. Our results indicate that
the correlation between side chains plays a significant role in
protein entropy and should be modeled more accurately. Real
proteins have far more complex side chains. For example, to
model a Lys residue realistically, a model of side chain of
size 5 with all connecting flexibile bonds is needed. The
associated side chain conformational space is much larger
than theM3 model developed in this study and, therefore, is
not amenable to detailed analysis. However, we believe the
conclusion obtained usingM3 model that inflexible side
chain reduces folding entropy remains valid if a longer and
more flexible side chain model is used. In real proteins, there
are many residues whose side chains have flexibility compa-
rable to that of theM3 model ~e.g., His, Phe, Tyr, Val, Ser,
Cys, if we regard the inflexible part of their side chains as
one side chain bead in theM3 model!. For these residues
with reduced side chain flexibility, we find that side chain
entropy promotes the formation of a helix for compact main
chain conformations.

Estimating side chain entropy is an important and diffi-
cult task for modeling protein structure and protein stability.
With explicit side chain models on three-dimensional tetra-

TABLE II. Side chain flexibility of naturally occurring amino acid residues. H: hydrophobic residues, P:
hydrophilic or polar residues, N: neutral residues, andf 5Nr /Na : number of rotamers per atom. Values in
parentheses after residue names are hydrophobicity values of amino acid residues as given in Ref. 42, and
values in parentheses afterf 5Nr /Na values are the relative frequency of occurrence of the corresponding
amino acid residue in percentage~Ref. 43!.

H Nr /Na N Nr /Na P Nr /Na

F~1.0! 0.57~4.29! A~0.62! 1.00~6.24! D~0.028! 1.25~5.38!
I~0.94! 1.75~5.80! C~0.68! 1.50~1.70! E~0.043! 1.60~6.57!
L~0.94! 1.25~9.40! G~0.50! 2(5.64) H~0.165! 1.33~2.33!
V~0.83! 1.00~5.99! M~0.74! 3.25~2.21! K~0.283! 5.40~6.46!
W~0.87! 0.70~1.11! P~0.71! 1.00~4.96! N~0.236! 1.75~5.08!
Y~0.88! 0.50~3.15! S~0.36! 1.50~8.67! Q~0.251! 1.80~4.23!

T~0.45! 1.00~5.60! R~0.000! 4.86~4.99!
Average 1.10~29.74! 1.34~35.02! 2.74~35.04!
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hedral lattices, we have developed an algorithm that calcu-
lates the exact side chain entropy of tetrahedral lattice mod-
els for any given main chain structures of moderate length.
With the current implementation, it works well up to chain
length of 30. We compare results of side chain entropy cal-
culated by rotamer counting and by the exact method devel-
oped here. For longer chain polymers~e.g., length530!, we
found that the rotamer counting method can give signifi-
cantly overestimated side chain entropy. For example, the
average difference between the two methods for models of
length 530 is larger for extended main chain structures
(Rg.6.5) and near-compact main chain structures@Rg

52.7– 2.9, Fig. 13~d!#.
The method for exact calculation of side chain entropy

given a backbone structure can be generalized. For longer
chains, each disconnected component in the conflict graph
could contain too many residues such that enumeration be-
comes infeasible. It is possible to further develop an algo-
rithm using the same divide-and-conquer approach, where
the large independent component is decomposed further into
two roughly equal size disconnected components by remov-
ing a small number of edges in the conflict graph. As an
illustration, the larger independent component in Fig. 5
formed by monomers 1, 3, 5, and 7 can be decomposed into
two small disconnected components by cutting the edge be-
tween vertices 4 and 6, which corresponds to the shared po-
sition ~labeled as ‘‘a’’!. The two smaller components can
then be enumerated separately, and side chains of residues
connected by the cut edges can also be enumerated individu-
ally. These enumeration will provide an exact value for the
total possible side chain arrangements of the original larger
independent component. When a disconnected component
contains a large number of residues, an optimal decomposi-
tion becomes difficult. This is related to the graph partition
problem. Although finding an optimal solution to this prob-
lem is known to be anNP-complete problem,45 there are
many effective approximation and heuristic algorithms that
are applicable for obtaining a good decomposition.

Side chains in natural amino acid residues are chiral, and
proteins are better characterized using chiral models. The
chiral models developed in this study will be useful for the
exploration of other properties of proteins, where side chains
play important roles. The achiral models introduced here
may also be useful to study other polymers with transient
chirality on backbone46 or branched polymers such as pep-
toids, in which the chirality on nitrogen atoms is unstable
and the side chain can easily convert between opposite
configurations.41
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